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The initial phase of rational drug discovery process is, to a large extent, based on screening (both HTS 
and VS) a collection of chemicals (library), searching for a hit, that would bind to a target of interest. It is 
commonly believed that the wider the chemical space is covered by the library, the better the chance 
that a hit compound would be found.1 However, even though obtainable chemical spaces are expanding 
rapidly, containing billions of possible compounds, the usage of large data sets remains challenging. 
Working with such a large chemical space presents a constant compromise between cost, size, and 
time.2,3 Accordingly, diversity, novelty and drug-likeliness of the library are presenting themselves as 
more important than its size, in order to secure a better coverage, and to explore new areas of chemical 
space.4,5  
     Thanks to joint efforts of chemoinformaticians and medicinal chemist, we have developed two original 
and diverse, in-house, ready-to-use screening libraries. 
    Essential chemical library (eIMS) was created from the collection of previously synthetized 
compounds. It comprises of 578 compounds, with 80% purity, which are plated and ready for HTS. 
Diverse compounds were chosen by clustering, using molecular fingerprints, while their originality was 
determined by comparison to our in-house database of purchasable, drug-like compounds, collected 
from 25 trusted suppliers. 
   Virtual chemical library (vIMS) consists of 783.000 virtual compounds, derived from the most interesting 
and original scaffolds from the Essential library. Novel compounds were generated by adding different 
substituents on the specified connection points of the central scaffold, following the rules determined by 
medicinal chemists, to ensure their synthetic accessibility. Compounds were further filtered based on 
their chemical properties and substructures, to remove reactive and/or peculiar structures. Finally, we 
compared our virtual library to the Enamine REAL Space6, and concluded that around 90% of generated 
compounds could not be found there. Additional advantage of this library is the fact that it is based on 
well-known synthetic pathways and expert knowledge of medicinal chemists, which secures the easy 
synthesis of novel derivatives and facilitates hit-to-lead optimization.  
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